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This story that I am about to manifest to you is the history of the GOD Tribe of Shabazz.

Who are as we know today the so-called Negroes of America and the Holy Bible refers to
them as the children of Israel. Keep in Mind the Words Israel, Hebrew and Shabazz are all
the same. The only difference is that they belong to different languages. And in order for
King James to conceal the truth of true identity of the most talked about people of his book
we wisely used the terms Israel and Hebrew. In the Jewish language, Israel means Chosen
Tribe. In the Hebrew language it means Gifted Tribe or God's elect. In the book of Genesis 15:13 to 15, it is 
explained to Abram what will happen to his seed (Tribe). Also in the book of Malachi 3:8 and 9, God asked a
very important question. So by reading the Bible very carefully you will notice that it speaks of one particular
people from the beginning to the end. 

Now, the story. For twenty years John Harding Hawkins an englishman and trader by occupation, came 
among the Blackman to trade. In time he learned the Blackman's language and His Culture, in fact I should
 say his way of life. As he learned more about him he noticed that some were satisfied and others were not. 
As he came to know the dissatisfied, he learned that they were dissatisfied with the administration which they
were under. Such as the state of affairs, employment, business, foreign relations, economics, internal and 
external and most of all the religion, Islam. These people were Muslims. 

John Hawkins saw that about 70% were satisfied and 30% dissatisfied. The region where the people were 
living at this time was the Eastern end of the Mediterranean Sea. The country we know today as Syria. So 
John H. Hawkins told those that were dissatisfied that he could take them to a new world where they could 
start life new again. Where they could make more gold for their labor than they were making in their own 
land. He also told them they could get better positions in the government and choice land of their choosing. 
In other words they were going to live like Kings and Queens in this new world. As they thought of this 
paradise, they never realized that they were living in paradise, at that moment. For that is the choicest land on
the planet earth today; these are the holy lands as the Bible points out to us: Egypt, Jordan, and Syria. And in 
the year of 1555 John H. Hawkins and a handful of Blackmen, women and children set sail for the new 
world. But the Blackman didn't know that he was about to go into slavery. As the good ship "Jesus" set said, 
the crew of ship appeared with rifles and guns along with leg irons and chains. And when it dawned on him 
what was about to happen the whole ship was in a uproar and in the confusion some jumped over-board 
rather than go into slavery. Others were subdued and put into chains. After which they were put into the hole 
of the ship because these trips took about 3 to 5 months to complete and provisions were not plentiful. And 
when they landed some months later in Jamestown, Virginia the ones that were in charge had already built a 
large camp for the slaves to live in because this was a very carefully planned project
that was planned to the last detail. 

For the whiteman's intention was to de-possess the Blackman of his whole way of life,
and in turn make a new Blackman which would serve him faithfully for all of his days.
John H. Hawkins was so successful in his first trip of kidnapping these Blackman from
the east, and selling them into slavery in the west, that he went back to England and bought 2 more ships 



because the Blackman brought so good a price on the slave block, that he knew if he could be successful in a 
few more trips to the new world with the Black salves he could retire and live a comfortable life in his 
mother country of England. John H. Hawkins came back to the east and told them your brothers and sisters 
are asking for you to come to the new world to join them; because they are living a better life in the new 
world and knowing they were kidnapped and forced into slavery against their will, took John H. Hawkins as 
a friend and not a deceiver. In no time he had enough to fill his two ships and they sailed for the new world. 
When John H. Hawkins and his 2 ships landed in Jamestown, Virginia, from the east, these Blacks were also 
put into the same camp. He noticed the work  that had begun on the first Blacks their studies had shown 
many valuable points about the Black people such as how they prayed, actions and many other things. Keep 
in mind the Blackman knew his name, country, flag, language, religion and most of all his God who is Allah. 
The whiteman realized he must take this in order to have a life long slave. 

As we know the whiteman's history teaches that the first slaves were brought to this country in 1619 and 
1621. As stated in the beginning the Blackman was taken into captivity in 1555. He was put into camps that 
was like small cities, these cities had stores for all supplies. The ones in charge had instructions to watch this 
Blackman day and night and write everything down on paper that he did, nothing else, just watch him. This 
was the first stage set-up to rob the Blackman of his identity, of who he was. This camp was receiving the 
point. This is where they could condition the Blackman and this is the period missing out of his history - 
1555 to 1620 this is about 65 years. 

Here, every time the Blackman and woman would have a child, they would take the child to a different part 
of the camp. This child would grow up under a white woman. After the child reached the age of 6 or 7, he or 
she would be shipped to a plantation a little to the west, in the deeper south. Sometimes the states of North 
Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia to name a few. The Blacks he had now were all out of the tribe and 
whenever you saw them you would know because they looked like brothers and sisters. Their shade was 
alike,  their height was the same as well as their characteristics. This must be concealed from them said the 
whiteman. As a result, many Blacks from Africa were brought during 1600 to mix with the God Tribe. They 
being mixed now. The new arrival of the Africans who spoke an African dialect, which made it impossible to
understand one another when they came in contact. What the whiteman had learned from the first experiment
in the camps was now introduced to every plantation for a guide to follow. Some plantations could hold up to
five thousand slaves. The main object of the plantation was to take the baby from its mother and in turn let a 
white woman raise it or a very trusted Black nanny. But the 1800's the whiteman had produced a new race of 
people who did not know their names, language, history, culture and religion nor GOD. The third step was to 
inject fear into them. One way which this was brought about was by taking a Black woman pregnant with 
child and tie her  hands and feet to stakes, the plantation own would notify all plantation owner in the radius 
of 100 miles to bring their slaves to his plantation. He would take a knife and cut the child from the Black 
woman's womb, while the others look on in terror at what the whiteman had done. If any Blackman came to 
her aid the other whites watching would shoot him down like a dog. After getting her baby the white man 
would take it and drop it to the ground and squash the baby's head flat. And to this day the so-called Negroes 
fear the whiteman and do not know the true reason why. Many other acts were committed against the so-
called Negroes as lynchings, rapes and burning to name a few. The United States of America came in 
existence about 1776 after the American Revolution; in less than 150 years this country became the greatest 
and richest in the world. How did she become so rich, who made her so wealthy. The answer lies in the 
slaves. Cotton is an agricultural product produced by the Blackman working in the fields all day. This 
brought on civil war. Next you have steel which put America on top of the world. The cotton see came from 
Egypt (with slaves), the ingredients of steel came from Japan. With the Blackman working in steel mills 
doing the hardest work for less pay, indeed America is rich. 

The Tribe of  "SHABAZZ" is the original Tribe, Original means first, before there were no others and all 
tribes and mankind in existence are the off-springs but were brought about through grafting. The Tribe of 
Shabazz is nature herself, and she is the wife of the most high ALLAH himself, all changes that come about 
in the earth are brought through the wombs of the GOD Tribe. She is a nation of Kings and Queens, Gods 
and Goddesses. This tribe has no mother or father. And her mother and father are still within her to-day none 



can find her beginning we can trace the caucasians back to their very birth date, we can trace to their 
beginning, but the so-called Negroes is an exception, we can only trace them to their ending; and when we 
reach his end, we find that his end is also his beginning:  He has no birth record, he is not an off-spring from 
any tribe, nation or people but all tribes, nations and people are off-springs from him. The so-called 
American Negroes are the Holy Tribe SHABAZZ and ALLAH (GOD) Himself came here to the wilderness 
of North  America to raise His people from a mental death. The Honorable Elijah Muhammad who ALLAH 
commissioned His Messenger is now teaching his people for the first time, the true knowledge of GOD. The 
Tribe of SHABAZZ which has been in bondage for the past 400 years is now coming into the knowledge that
will place them in their rightful realm with the nations of the earth  being nature will bring about a 100% 
change. This world's days were up in 1914, the devils were granted a 70 year grace period on its time which 
can collapse any day now. This world system created by Dr. Yakub 6,000 years ago. 
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